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Abstract 
Heydemann, M.C., J. Opatmy and D. Sotteau, BroaJcasting and spanning trees in de Bruijn and Kautz 
networks, Discrete Applied Mathematics 37138 ( 1992) 297-3 17. 
We prc e that. for any p I d. there exists a spanning directed p-ary tree of depth at most D [log,, (11 in
a de Bruijn digraph B(d, D) or in a Kautz digraph K(d, Dj of degree dand diameter D. This result gives 
directly an upper bound of pD rlo$ dl on the broadcast time of these digraphs, which improves the 
previously known bounds for d L 15. In the case of de Bruijn digraphs, an upper bound on the broad- 
cast time of B@q, D) in terms of the broadcast imes of B(p, D) and B(q, D) is established. This is used 
to improve the upper bounds on the broadcast time of B(d, D). We obtain several results which are 
refinements of the follov4rq general statements: 
fi)foranyDz2,dz2,if2” < d I 2k, b(B(d, D)) 5 (2 k + 3)D. 
(ii) for any k L 3, if 2’ ’ * d I 2k, 2k - I 5 b(B(d, 2)) I 2k. 
1. Introduction 
One of the common processes in communication networks is the sending of a 
message from one node of a network to all the other nodes as quickly as possible, 
subject to the following constraint: during each unit of time a n>de which already 
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knows the message can only inform one of the nodes to which it is connected irectly 
by a communication channel. This process is usually referred to as broadcasting of 
a nlessage. We will study broadcasting, using a graph representation of the network, 
in which vertices correspond to the nodes of the network, and edges to the com- 
munication channels. 
Given a connected graph G and a vertex u, the broadcast ime of U, denoted b(u), 
is the minimum number of time units required to complete a broadcasting from U. 
The broadcast time b(G) of a graph G is the maximum of b(u) taken over all the 
vertices u of G. Obviously, if G is of order c, then, for any vertex u of G, 
b(u) 1 r10~~ nl since the number of vertices informed of the messsage can at most 
double during each unit of time. Note that D.S. Johnson has shown that the pro- 
blem of determining b(u) for an arbitrary vertex u in an arbitrary graph G is NP- 
complete (see 11 I]). 
Several recent papers consider the problem of finding graphs with minimum 
broadcast ime [log2 nl and minimum (or near minimum) number of edges, called 
minimum (or sparse) broadcast graphs. The problem of construction of graphs with 
minimum possible broadcast ime and a fixed maximum degree is also considered. 
For the most recent results and references on these two problems see [ 11, [2], [6] or 
[9]. In [I], constructions involving de Bruijn networks are introduced. De Bruijn 
and Kautz networks have been proposed as a possible good choice for designing 
large communication etworks [4]. In [3], Bermond and Peyrat give an upper bound 
on the broadcast ime of these networks (see Theorem 1.1). The aim of this paper 
is to improve these upper bounds. 
A de Bruijn digraph B(d,D) of order dD, out- and indegree d, and diameter D 
has been defined as follows in [7]. Its vertex set is the set of all words of length D 
on an alphabet A of size d, that we will usually denote A = (0,1,2, . . . , d- 1 ), unless 
specified otherwise. There is an arc from any vertex x1x2 . . . xD to the d vertices 
.!-,X~ . . .xD& where A is any letter of A. 
The Kautz digraph K(d, D) of order dD+dD-‘, out- and indegree d, and 
diameter D has vertex set consisting of all words of length D on an alphabet of size 
d+ 1 with no two consecutive identical letters. There is an arc from any vertex 
.YlX~. .  xD to the d vertices _u,. _. xDd where A is any letter of the alphabet different 
from XD. Note that K(d, D) is the subdigraph of B(d+ 1, D) induced by the set of 
vertices without two consecutive identical letters. 
In this paper we ~111 be concerned with the broadcast ime of digruphs. Broad- 
casting in digraphs has been studied recently by Liestman and Peters in [lo]. The 
previous definitions of broadcasting iven for graphs clearly extend to digraphs. In 
a digraph a vertex x can send a message in one unit of time only to one of its out- 
neighlours, i.e., to a vertex y, if there exists an arc (x, y). Clearly, if G is the underly- 
ing graph of a digraph H, ali upper bound on b(H) is also an upper bound on b(G). 
The upper bounds that will be given here for de Bruijn and Kautz digraphs are better 
than the ones previously known for their underlying graphs, in particular as soon 
as dll5 (compare Theorem 1.1 with Table 1 and Theorem 3.5). 
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A lower bound on b(H), where H is any digraph of maximum outdegree d, can 
be obtained from the calculation of an upper bound on c+:, the maximum number 
of vertices that can be informed m time smaller than or equal to t. This computation 
is similar to that for graphs from [ 11. An upper bound on a: is the solution of the 
following recurrence. 
bd- 
2’ for 095d, 
I- 2b:_,-by+, for t>d. 
(*) 
The solution of this recurrence can be obtained as in [I] or [6] for the undirected 
case (one has only to be careful of the degree) and gives 
b(H)a( l+s) log2n+O(l). 
Note that b(H) might be [log2 nl if and only if [log2 nls d. In fact, in the case 
of the de Bruijn digraph B(d, D), since the vertices ii... i, OS ird- 1, have 
outdegree d - 1, we might broadcast in time [log2 nl only if [log, nl is strictly less 
than d. 
In [33 Bermond and Peyrat proved the following inequalities on the broadcast 
time of undirected de Bruijn digraphs UB(d, D) or Kautz digraphs UK(d, D). 
Theorem 1.1. For any integers dr2 and Dr2, 
d+l d 
b(UB(d,D))zsT D+?, 
d+l 2d-1 
b(UK(d, D)) I 2 D + 2. 
However, one of their proofs is also valid for de Bruijn digraphs and can be 
generaiized in the case of Kautz digraphs. So in the directed case we have the follow- 
ing results. 
Theorem 1.2. For any integers dz2 and Dr2, 
WWJ’W 
(d+ l)(D+ 1) 
2 9 
b(K(2, D)) s 3(D + 1) 
and for dr3, 
bW(d,D))~ 
(d+ 3)(D+ 1) 
2 . 
Let us now introduce some notation which will be useful in derivations of our 
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results. For any digraph G and any vertex u, we define a broadcast ree of G with 
root u to be a labeled spanning subtree T,, of G with root u in which there are arcs 
from a vertex v to those vertices of G which receive the message directly from u. 
The root of 7;, is labeled 0 and the children of a vertex of outdegree k with label 
i are labeled i+ l,i+2, . . . . i+ k. The label of a vertex specifies the time when the 
vertex receives the message from u. An optimum broadcast ree at u is a tree T,, in 
which the maximum label is equal to b(u) (see Fig. 1). 
In the figures we will usually omit the time labels as well as the orientation on 
the arcs (clearly from the root towards the leaves) in broadcast rees. In that case, 
for any vertex v of the tree the order of the children of v from left to right indicates 
the order of sending the message from v. 
Note that for any graph G, if an upper bound M on b(G) is known, then it is 
always possible to construct a broadcast ree of G at any vertex u in which the max- 
imum label is smaller than or equal to M. 
As suggested to us by B. Krishnamurty and J.C. Bermond, we show in Section 
2 that any B(d,D) or K(d,D) contains a Fpanning binary tree of depth at most 
Drlog,d) with its root at any vertex. Taking this tree as a broadcast ree, we ob- 
tain an upper bound of 2DrlogZ dl for the broadcast ime of these networks. In 
0 
ooo 
a 
A broadcast tree of B(2,3) at 000 
1 
001 A 2 3 010 011 
100 101 110 111 
3 4 4 5 
ooo 
001 P, 011 110 
% 
i 
Ill 101 
010 
loo 
An optimal broadcast tree of B(2,3) at 000 
( without labels and arrows ) 
Fig. 1. 
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fact we obtain an upper bound of pDrlog, dl by considering spanning p-ary trees 
(~23). This result is interesting in itself, but also gives upper bounds on b(B(d,D)) 
and b(K(d, D)) better than those of Theorem 1.2 for dr 15. 
In Section 3, we give another type of construction of broadcast rees to improve 
even more the bound on b(B(d, D)). In particular, an upper bound on the broadcast 
time of B(pq, D) in terms of the broadcast imes of B(p, D) and B(q, D) is emb- 
lished. We summarize in Table 1 the best upper bounds on b(B(d, D)) for D:=4 and 
dl32 resulting from our study. 
In Section 4 we study the cases of de Bruijn digraphs of small diameters 2, 3 and 
4 (these digraphs are of interest since the distance between any two vertices is small 
enough so that the delay of communication between them is never too high). We 
show in particular that b(B(2”, 2)) = 2k = log* n for k L 3. 
In the Appendix we give a heuristic algorithm which, for a given vertex o of a de 
Bruijn digraph, and a given time limit t, constructs, in many instances, a broadcast 
tree with root u and maximum label f. This heuristic has helped us to determine 
5(B(d, D)) for some small values of d and D given in Table 2. 
2. Spanning trees 
The following result is already implicit in several papers (see for example [5]) and 
its proof is straightforward. 
Lemma 2.1. For any de Bruijn digraph B(p, D) with p ~2 md D L 2, and any vertex 
u, there exists a spanning p-ary tree of B(p, D) of depth D with root u, and this 
depth D is the smallest possible. 
Proof. Each node x,x2.. . xD of the tree has children from left to right x2. . . xDO, 
x2... XJ,X,...X~2 ,..*, x2... xD(p- 1) except if they already appear at a previous 
level of the tree, in which case the corresponding branching stops. The depth of the 
tree is at least D since a p-ary tree of depth D - 1 has at most (pD - l)/(p- 1) ver- 
tices while B(p, D) has pD vertices. It has depth at most D since B(p, D) contains 
a directed path of length at most D from any vertex to any other one. 0 
Lemma 2.2. For any integers kr 1, pz 2 and Dr 2, the de Bruijn digraph B(p, kD) 
is a spanning subdigraph of B(pk, D). 
Proof. Consider the following bijection between tne ykD vertices of B(p, kD) and 
those of B(p”, D). To any vertex xlx2...xD of Bip:, D) where x, E {O, 1,2, .-. ,p” - 1 i, 
122 2 " 
we ass+ate the vertex xtx~...xDx,x2...xD...x~X2 ... xk of B(p, kD) where, for any 
i, j,x+{O,l,..., p-l} and for any i, x;x,?... xi” is the p-ary representation of xi. 
Any arc (x:x;... xbxfx$... xi... x:x:... x;, xi . . . xbx~x~... xi... X:X:... XL@) of 
B(p, kD), where cx E (0, 1, . . . , p - 11, corresponds to the arc (X1X2... Xg, X2X3 . ..xDa) 
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of B(p”, D) where a E (91, . . . ,p” - 1) and has .# . . . x$x as its p-ary representa- 
tion, which means that a =pxl + a! (modp”). 0 
Corollary 2.3. For any integers 4~ 1, pr 2 and DL 2, b(B(p”, D)) 5 b(B(p, kD)). 
The f;allowing result, which was also proved differently by de la Vega for p = 2 
[8] is a direct consequence of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. 
Corollary 2.4. For air) integers kz 1, pr 2 and Dr: 2, the de Bruijn digraph 
B(p”, D) contains a spanning p-ary tree of depth kD with root at any vertex. 
Using a more direct proof we can prove the same result for any value of the degree 
d for de Bruijn or Kautz digraphs. Note that, in the case of Kautz digraphs K(d, D), 
with d a power of p, we don’t have any simple proof of the following general 
theorem as we have for de Bruijn digraphs, since Lemma 2.2 doesn’t hold for Kautz 
digraphs. 
Theorem 2.5. For any de Brmjn digraph B(d, D) or any Kautz digraph K(d, D), 
with d 3 2 and D ~2, any vertex u of the digraph and any integer 2 up I d, there ex- 
ists a spanning p-ary tree OJ- depth D [log, dl with root at u. 
We \xGll only give here the proof of this result in the case p= 2. The proof 
generalizes very similarly to the case of any psd, but is more tedious. 
Proposition 2.6. For any de Bruijn digraph B(d, D) with d 12 and DZ 2, and any 
vertex u, there exists a spanning binary tree of B(d, D) of depth D [log2 d] with 
root at u. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1, the result is true for d=2. Assume now that dr 3 and 
2”-‘<d<2” - for some kz2. Let x1x2... x, be a vertex of B(d, D). We can assume 
without Loss of generality that xDE (2”-’ , . . . , d - 11, for otherwise a permutation of 
the elements of the alphabet A can be done. Let us consider the following tree T. 
The root of T of level 0 is x1x2 . . . xD. Any vertex yt yZ . . . yD of level 0, 1, . . . , D- 1 
has left child y2.. . yD0 and right child ~2..  YD 1. Therefore, the tree has 2O vertices 
on level D consisting of all the words of size D on (0, 1), the ones beginning with 
0 in the left subtree and the ones beginning with 1 in the right subtree. The vertices 
of level D beginning with 0 have no child in T so for convenience we regard level 
D as if it was containing only words on (4 1) beginning with 1. 
Now for any i, 1 I ic k - 2, if level iD contains all words At&. . . to with 
k{2i-1,2i-l+ 1 ,..., 2’-1) and, for any sr2, t,E (41, . . . . 2’-1}, any sequence 
t+.. tD appears as the suffix of 2’-’ vertices on this level. So it is possible to give 
two children to each vertex of level iD so that level iD+ 1 contains all vertices 
t&..tDp withpE{2i,2i+1 ,..., 2i+1 - 1). Similarly, it is not difficult to see that it 
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is possible to give two children to each vertex of level iD + j, 1 d js D - 1, ~0 that 
for 2sj<D, level iD+j contains all words $+,... tDpu2u3...uj (,CIU~C+JQ, if 
j=D) with t+{O,l,..., 2’-1),&2i,2i+1 ,..., 2’+‘-1) aqdu,E{O,I ,..., 2if1-I). 
So, for any i, l&Sk- 1, the first iD levels of T contain all wlords of size D on 
{O,I,2,***, 2’- 1 }, and the words of the first D - 1 levels which all contain xD. 
The last D levels are used to introduce letters from (2k-r,;?k-1 + I, . . . ,& I} and 
they are constructed in a very similar way as follows. To each vertex &t3 ,.. tD of 
level (k - l)D where A takes all values of {2”-2 ,*=.,2k-1 - l), it is possible to give 
at most two children so that level (k - l)D+ 1 contains all words t2t3 . . . top not ap- 
pearing in the first D - 1 levels of T, with ts c (4 1, . . . , Zk- ’ - 1 > and 
#UE(2k-1 ,..., d-l}. Now, for l=jrD- 1, if level W - 1)D + j contains all words 
(not appearhg in the first D-l levels Of T) tj+l...tD~U2U3...Uj(tj+,... tgp if j= 1) 
with t,E (O,l, . . . . 2”-l-l}, ~E{2k-1,==g,d-l}, u,E(O,I,~ ,..., d-l), it is again 
possible to give at most two children to each of the vertices, so that the level 
(k - l)D + j+ 1 contains the same kind of vertices with j replaced by j+ 1. So the level 
kD will contain all vertices /~2~3.. . uD ndt appearing in the first D- 1 levels of T. 
We can conclude that the tree T contains all words of size D on (0, 1, . . . , d - 13. 
The tree T is clearly a spanning subdigraph of B(d, D) of dqth kD. iIl 
Remark 2.7. In the proof above, a specific possible construction of levels D+ 1, 
D+2, . . . . (k - l)D could be the following one. For any i, 1 I is k - 2, a vertex 
y1y2...yD of level iD+j, OljrD-1, has !cft t p ild _Y2y3 .- . yD(2yl) and right child 
y2 y3.. . y&y, + 1). However this specific co&., qctraCtion does not apply exactly to the 
last D levels. 
Proposition 2.8. For any Kautz digraph K(d, D) with d 2 2 anC Dz 2, and any 
vertex u, there exists a spanning binary tree of K(d, D) of depth Drlog, d-1 and 
root u. 
Proof. The result is true for d= 2 by the following lemma which is as straightfor- 
ward as Lemma 2.1. 
Lemma 2.9. For any Kautz digraph K (p, D) with p 2 2 ami Dz 2, and any vertex 
u, there exists a spanning p-ary tree of K(p, D) of depth D and root U, and this depth 
D is the smallest possible. 
Proof of Proposition 2.8 (continued). Assume now that 2” -I cdr2” for some 
kz2. Let x1x2... XD be a vertex of K(d, D). Without 10s~ of generality we can 
assume that XD =2 and xD_,E{2k-‘+l,2k-1+2,...,d) for otherwise a permuta- 
tion of the elements of the alphabet A can be done. Construct a broadcast ree T 
with root x1x2... xD_ I 2 at level 0 as follows. Any vertex y1 y2.. . yD of level 
091 ,...,D-1 has left child y2.4$1 and right child &..YDr with 
(YD, 1, r} = {0,1,2}. Thus levels D- 1 and D of T contain all words on (9 1,2), the 
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ones beginning with 2 on level D - 1 and the ones beginning with 0 or 1 on level D. 
Therefore, level D contains 2O words ala2 l m= a, of K(d, D) with a1 E (9 I}, and 
ajE (0,1,2} for 2sjsD. Any sequence a;!... aD appears exactly once as the suffix 
of one of these words if a2 =0 or 1, and twice if a2 = 2. Each ala2 . . . a, with a2 = 0 
or 1 or with a2 = 2 and a1 = 0 (without loss of generality) is given two children 
aza3 . . . aD3 and a2a3... a& on level D + 1. For 1s jr D - 2, if level D + j contains 
all vertices aj + 1. . . a&. . . tj with arc {0,1,2}, A E {3,4}, and &E {0,1,2,3,4} then it 
is possible to give two children to each vertex so that level D + j + 1 contains all ver- 
tices aj’+2... l7&2... tjtj+l. In particular level 2D- 1 contains all vertices 
a&. . . to-1 with a,, i and tS as above. 
Now, for 21 is k - 2, we construct he levels iD, iD+ 1 of T as follows. If level 
iD-1 contains words aDjlt2...tD_1 Of K(d,D) with aDE(091929..V,2i-1}, 
IE(2i-1+1 ,..., 2’1, and ~~(41 ,...,2’), any sequence J&... t&l, with no two 
consecutive letters equal, appears as the suffix of 2’-’ + 1 vertices on this level. 
Then 2’-’ of these vertices are given each two children of the form Af2 .. . ID_ ltD 
with tDE (9 1, . . . . 2’1. This leaves one vertex free (without child) at level iD - 1 for 
each suffix At 2 . . . t& 1 with no two consecutive letters equal. Level iD thus contains 
all words At2t3.. . tD of K(d,D) with I~{2~-l+l,..., 2’) and t,~{O,l,..., 2’). Any 
sequence f2f3 . . . tD with no two consecutive letters equal appears as the suffix Of 
2 i-1 such words if f2e (9 1 ,...,2i-1} and as the suffix of 2’-‘- 1 words if 
t2E(2i-1+1 , . . . ,2’) since f2 #A; but recall that we have a vertex free with each such 
suffix at level iD - 1. For sake of simplicity we consider that the children of all these 
vertices are at level iD + 1 (i.e., the vertices of level iD - 1 which were still free will 
have their two chiliren on level iD + 1). With this convention, level iD + 1 now con- 
tains all words tzt3...tDA with t,~(O,l,..., 2’) and I~(2’+1,2’+2 ,..., 2 i+l ). 
Now it is not difficult to see that each vertex of each level iD + j, 15 j I D - 2, can 
be given two children so that for 2 s ic k - 2, 2 5 js D - 1, level iD + j contains all 
words of K(d,D) of the form tj+ltj+2...?D~t;Z;... fi’ with t,~ (4 1, ...,2i}, 
AE {2’+ 1,2’+2, .. . ,2i+1), and t;~ {O,l , . . . , 2i+1 ). Then, similarly, two children are 
given to well-chosen vertices of level (k - 1)D - 1 as before. 
Thus T now has depth (k- l)D and contains all words of K(d, D) on 
(4I92, mm*, 2”-’ }, and the first D - 2 levels contain the words with xD__ 1E 
{2k-1+l,2~-1+2 , . . . , d } . The construction of the last D levels of T goes on in ex- 
actly the same way except that now one has to avoid the words which are already 
in the first D - 2 levels. It is not difficult to check that the numerical conditions on 
the number of vertices to introduce and the number of possible children are still 
compatible. 0 
By taking the spanning trees of B(d, D) or K(d, D) as broadcast rees, we obtain 
the following corollary directly from Theorem 2.5. 
Corollary 2.10. For any integer D 2 2, any p ~2, and any d2 p, 
b(Hd, D)) ~pl)rlog, di and b(K(d, D))Iyi)rlog, dl. 
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Note that the smallest upper bound is always obtained for p = 2 or p = 3 except 
in the case cf = 5 where it is obtained for p = 5. 
The following proposition combines the results of Theorem 1.2 and Corollary 
2.10. 
Proposition 2.11. For any integer 012, 
(d+ l)(D+ 1) 
WW, D)) 5 2 ’ if 2rds 14, 
min{2Drlogz dl, 3Drlog3 dl), if dr 15. 
Indeed Corollary 2.10 improves Theorem 1.2 for de Bruijn digraphs for any D 
if dz 15. 
In the next section we give some constructions which improve this result. 
A combination of Theorem 1.2 and Corollary 2.10 gives the smallest known up- 
per bounds on the broadcast ime of Kautz digraphs as follows. 
Proposition 2.12. For any integer 022, 
b(K(2, D)) I 20, 
b(K(3, D)) I 30, 
(d+ 3)(D+ 1) 
WM, D)) 5 2 ’ 
if 4sdsl2, d#9, 
~min{2Drlog,dl,3Drlog,dl), ifd=9 or dr13. 
Remark 2.13. The original question of B. Krishnamurthy and J.C. Bermond was 
to know whether B(d, D) or K(d, D) contains a spanning binary tree of depth 
[log2 nl, where n is the order of the graph. This problem is still open. 
3. Other upper bounds for de Bruijn digraphs 
Combining Corollary 2.3 and Theorem 1.2 for small values of the diameter, we 
obtain immediately a better upper bound on the broadcast ime of B(a”, D) for 
small values of a: 
b(B(a”, D)) I b(B(a, kD)) I 
(a+ l)(kD+ 1) 
. 2 
This bound is better than that of Proposition 2.11 for d= 8,9 and for dz 15 when 
min(2Drk log2 al, 3Drk log3 al > > ((a + l)(kD + 1))/2. In particular, we have the 
following proposition. 
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Proposition 3.1. For any kz 1, k’z 1 and Dr2, 
b(B(2’, D)) 5 +(kD + l), 
b(B(3”, 0)) I 2kD + 2, 
b(B(22”; D)) 5 $(2k’D + 2), 
b(B(5’, D)) I 3kD + 3, 
b(B(@, D)) I +(kD + 1 ), 
b(B(7”, D)) I 4(kD + 1). 
We now give a proposition that will be essential for obtaining further results. 
Proposition 3.2. For any integers p > 1) q > 1 and D ~2, 
W(pq. D)) 5 WC?, D)) + b(B(q, D2) + mW0, D - max(p, q)?. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that ps q- Let v =x1x2 ,=a XD be 
any vertex we want to broadcast from. 
Assume first that the number of distinct letters in v is less than or equal to q. Par- 
tition the alphabet A of size pq of B(pq,D) into p sets of size q, Al,Az, •~~,Ap, 
such that Al contains the letters x~,.Y~...x~. This is possible by assumption. For 
every i, lsicp, let Ai= {ai,ai, . . . . a:]. 
Let To be a broadcast ;ree of a B(q, D) OIII alphabet Al with root xl+ . . . XD (for 
any i, xi = a; for some j). Let T’ be a broadcast ree of a B(p, D) on the alphabet 
A = (-4 ,, AZ, . . . , AP} of capital letters, with root AIAI . . . Al. 
A broadcast ree T at v of B(pq, D) is obtained from To which has q” vertices 
by appending to each vertex t of To a new right subtree q isomorphic to T’ with 
root t as follows. For each t of To, Tf is a tree T’ in which for each node the 
capital letter Ai is rephtced by a letter a; of the alphabet Ai, the lower index j being 
defined as follows. The lower indices of the letters of the root t of each T, are well 
defined since each t is a vertex of the tree To. Then the lower index of the 
rightmost letter of any other vertex of T1 is chosen to be the same as the lower in- 
dex of the leftmost letter of its parent. This determines completely q for each t in 
To. Clearly T has pDqD vertices. 
We now have to check that each vertex of B(pq, D) appears in T. Let ayaJp... 
a$: be any vertex of B(pq, D). This vertex is of type AcAB. . . A,A, which means 
that the first letter belongs to A,, the second to Ap and so on, the last one to As. 
If a=_$= l .* = y =a= 1 we know that a,?,,“... a:af appears in T because all vertices 
of type AIA 1 . . . Al appear in T as the vertices of To. Otherwise ayaJp... a,!‘af is of 
type A,AD . . . A,Ad, that is a vertex of the tree I”. In T, the vertex A,AB . . . A,AB 
is on a unique path, say of length I from the root AlAl .., Al. So, by induction, 
aFaP 
1 J l . . a:af is in some T, isomorphic to T, if a,$!. . . a,!,ai, is the root of one of the 
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T where (i’, j’, . . . . r’,s’) is obtained from (i,j, . . . , r,s) by I circular right shifts. This 
is true from the above. 
Assume now that the number of distinct letters of the vertt I, is more than q. 
Then we will first broadcast from v along a path P= (x1x2 . . . x,,x, I . . x$~, . . . , 
xD_q+] . ..xDxD... xg) of length at most D-q until we reach a vertex z with at most 
q distinct letters. Then we broadcast from z using the tree with root z constructed 
as above. When, in T, there exists a vertex u already in the path P, ~1; move its sub- 
tree so that it becomes a subtree of the same vertex in P and delete this vertex u in 
T. Thus we get a tree T’ in which b(v) is less than or equal to b(z) in T plus 
D-q. 0 
Theorem 3.3. For any 0~2 and any kr2, 
S(kD + 21, if k is even, 
b(B(2ks DH 5 5k + 1 
TD+4+max(0,D-2k-1), if k is odd. 
Proof. The result for even k already appears in Proposition 3.1. If k =2k’+ I, 
k’z 1, then by PropoGtion 3.2, 
b(B(22k’+ ’ , D)) 5 b(B(22k; D)) + b(B(2, D)) + max(0, D - 22”‘). 
So using the result of Proposition 3.1, 
b(B(22k’+ ’ ,D))~~(2k’D+2)++(D+1)+max(0,D-22k’). III 
Proposition 3.4. For any D12, any d and d’ with 2 5 [d/21 5 d’< d, 
b(B(d, D)) 5 b(B(d’, D)) + 20 - 1 + max(0, D - d’). 
Proof. The proof uses a construction similar to that from the proof of Proposition 
3.2. For any vertex :c=ulu2... ug of B(d, D), with at most d’ distinct letters, a 
broadcast ree T, is constructed as follows. Partition the alphabet of B(d, D) into 
A UN with IA 1 =d’, INI :=p=d- 2d’, and A containing the letters uI, u2, . . . , ug. 
Let To be a broadcast ree of B(d’, D) on the alphabet A with root u. By Lemma 
2.1 we can construct T’, a broadcast ree of B(2, D) which is a binary tree of depth 
D on the alphabet (A, N) with root AA . . . A, in which all vertices of B(2, D) begin- 
ning with N are leaves. Note that 7’t is chosen because of this last property, but has 
not the best broadcast ime known for B(2, D); in Tt , we have b(AA . . . A) 5 20 - 1. 
It is possible to apply a construction similar to the one described in the proof of 
Proposition 3.2, although I/VI may be strictly smaller than IA I. To each vertex t of 
To we append a right subtree T, isomorphic to a subtree of T’. The lower indices 
of the vertices of Tl are defined as in the proof of Proposition 3.2, and each time 
an index does not exist for a letter of Iv, the corresponding vertex and irs subtree 
are deleted from T,. Thus, in the tree T,,: h(u)5 b(B(d’, D))+ (2D- 1). 
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Now if the vertex u has more than d’ distinct letters, we again first broad- 
cast along a path until we obtain a vertex with at most d’ distinct letters as in the 
proof of Proposition 3.2. Thus we obtain b(u)< b(B(d’, D)) + (20 - 1) + 
max(O,D-d’). Cl 
Theorem 3.5. For any 022, any kz3, and any d, 2k-i<ds2k, 
Sk+3 
b(B(d, D)) I -D+f+max(0,D-2k-*), 
if k is odd, 
($k+1)D+3+max(0,D-2k-2)+max(0,D-2k-1), ifk iseven. 
Proof. The proof uses the results of Theorem 3.3 and Proposition 3.4 appiied with 
d’-2k-1. Cl - 
Remark 3.6. We summarize the best upper bounds for D>4 and for values of d 
up to 32 in Table 1. For dr 32, Theorem 3.5 gives a general upper bound which can 
often be improved for specific values of d using Propositions 3.1, 3.2 or 3.4. 
4. Cases of diameter 2, 3 or 4 
In the case of small diameters, using again the same kind of construction as in 
Section 3 and some values of b(B(d, D)) for small d, we can obtai;: better results. 
We first give a table of some values of b(B(d, D)) which have been obtained with 
the heuristic given in the Appendix (see Table 2). Some of them will be used in the 
following proofs. 
For convenience we will denote b(B(d, 2)) by p(d) in the following proofs. 
Lemma 4.1. b(B(2,2)) = 3, b(B(4,2)) = 5, and for any k 2 3, b(B(2k, 2)) = 2k. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.2, for any value of kz 1 and k’r 1, we have /?(2k+k’)~ 
fi(2k) +fi(2k’), which gives the following. 
For any fill 1; 
P(23p) 5PD(23), 
19(23p+‘)5(P- l)8(23)+P(24), 
P(23p+2)5(P- l)p(23)+P(25), 
so that, using Table 2, we get 
p(23p) % 6p, 
j3(23p+1)(6p+2, 
fl(23p’2)r6p+4, 
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Table 1. Upper bounas of 6(B(d,D)) fcr D> 4 
- ^._ - _ 
d Best upper bound D From 
22 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
23 
32 
2x5 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
3x4 
9+4 
9+5 
2x7 
3x5 
24 
9+8 
9+9 
3x6 
10+9 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
4x5 
3x7 
4x6 
s2 
33 
4x7 
29 
30 
5x6 
31 
32 25 
1.5D+ 1.5 
2D+2 
2.50+ 2.5 
3D+3 
3.50+ 3.5 
4D+4 
4.50+ 1.5 
4D+2 
5.5D- 0.5 
6D+6 
5.5D+O.5 
6D+l+max(O,D-9) 
6D+l+max(O,D-9) 
5.5D+5.5+max(O,D-7) 
60 
50+2.5 
6D+l+max(O,D-9) 
6D+l+max(O,D-9) 
5.5D+5.5+max(O,D-6) 
7.50-1.5+max(O,D-10) 
7D+l.S+max(O,D-16) 
5.5D+5.5+max(O,D-5) 
6D+6+max(O,D-7) 
70+1,5+max(O,D-16) 
70+1.5+max(O,D-16) 
60+6+max(O,D-6) 
6D+3 
70+1.5+max@,D-16) 
6D+2 
70+1.5+max(O,D-16) 
6.50+6.5+max(O,D-7) 
7D+ l.S+max(G,D-16) 
70+1.5+max(O,D-16) 
6.5D+6.5+max(O,D-6) 
70+1.5+max(O,D-16) 
6.50+4+max(O,D-16) 
Ds 13 Proposition 3.4 
0213 Proposition 3.2 
DI 15 Proposition 3.4 
Dz 15 Proposition 3.2 
OS6 Proposition 3.4 
Dr6 Theorem 3.5 
0128 Theorem 3.5 
Dr28 Proposition 3.2 
Theorem 3.5 
0130 Theorem 3.5 
0230 Proposition 3.2 
Theorem 1. I 
Theorem 1.1 
Theorem 1.1 
Theorem 1.1 
Theorem 1.1 
Theorem 1.1 
Proposition 3.1 
Proposition 3.1 
Proposition 3.2 
Theorem 1.1 
Proposition 3.2 
Proposition 3.4 
Proposition 3.2 
Theorem 3.3 
Proposition 3.4 
Proposition 3.2 
Proposition 3.2 
Theorem 3.5 
Theorem 3.5 
Proposition 3.2 
Proposition 3.1 
Theorem 3.5 
Proposition 3.1 
Theorem 3.5 
Theorem 3.3 
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Table 2. Values of 6(B(d,D)) for small values of d and D 
D d 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 IO I1 12 13 14 I5 16 32 
2 34556667770888 8 IO 
3 4 6 7 8 8 9 10 10 I13 
4 689 
and therefore 
j.?(2k)s2k, for any kz3. 
Since 2k is also the iower bound of fl(2”), we have the result. 0 
Theorem 4.2. b(B(2,2)) = 3, b(B(3,2))=4, b(B(4,2))= 5 and, for any kr3, if 
2k-1<dr2k, then 2k- 1 sb(B(d,2))~2k. Moreover. if 2k-‘<ds2k-1 -1-2~-~, then 
b(B(d, 2)) = 2k - 1. 
Proof. First if d> 2k -I we have j?(d) 1 log2 d 2 2 2k - 1. From Lemma 4.1 the result 
is true for d = 2k, kz 1. For k= 2, 3 or 4 the result can be verified from Table 2. 
If kz 6, we use the following constructions. Let x1x2 be the vertex from which 
the broadcasting is done. Partition the alphabet A into A 1 UA2 U A, U A4 U N 
where IAil =2k-3, INI =d-2k-1, and Al contains the letters x1 and x2. Now 
depending on the cardinality of N, partition N as follows. If INI 12k-3, then 
N=Ne, if 2k-3 <INII~~-~, then N=N,UN,, if 2k-2~IN112k-2+2k-3. then 
N=N,UN,UN,, if 2k-2+2k-3cINIs2k-1, then N=NSUN6UN7UNo, where 
INsI = IN61 = IN,1 =2k-3 and 1 I INo1 ~2~~~. 
We construct a broadcast ree T of B(d, 2) with root x1x2 as follows. Let To be 
an optimal broadcast ree at x1x2 of a B(2k-3, 2) on alphabet A l. To each vertex 
yl y2 of To append a right subtree with root yl y2, isomorphic to an optimal broad- 
cast tree T’ at AlAl of a B(p,2) on alphabet A where, if INI ~2~-~, then 
p=5 and A={A1,A2,A3,A4,No}, if 2k-3<IN1~2k-‘, zhen p=6 and A= 
(Al,A2,A3,A4,NS,No}, if2k-2<INI=2k-2+2k-3, thenp=7andA={Al,A2,A3, 
A4,Ns,N6,No), and if 2k-2+2k-3 <IN(Ez~~-~, thenp=gandA={Al,A2,A3,A4, 
N,, N,, N79 No). 
In T the vertices of B(d,2) of each of the subtrees isomorphic to T1 are well 
defined following the same rule as in the proof of Proposition 3.2. In the present 
case, as in the proof of Theorem 3.5, since INo1 may be strictly less than 2k-3, the 
construction gives a spanning tree of B(d, 2) if the vertices of T1 with a label begin- 
ning by No appear as leaves of the tree. If p = 5, 6 or 7 such trees T1 exist and are 
depicted in Fig. 2, in which Ni or Ai are replaced by their indices. In the case p = 8, 
in the tree T’ of Fig. 3 the vertex NON0 (= 00) is not a leaf. In this case we partition 
Al into A;UA; and A2 into A;UA’; with lAiI=INol and IAll =2k-3-INol. We 
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p=5 
6 
42 
p=7 
03 06 
Fig.2. B(p.2) for p=5,6,7. 
p=6 
replace a vertex yl y2 of To by the tree T’ obtained from T’ as follows. In T’ the 
subtree of root ,41No (= 10) is replaced by the tree of Fig. 4(a) if y2 belongs to A;, 
else by the tree of Fig. 4(b) if y2 belongs to A’;. 0ne can then prove as in the proof 
of Proposition 3.2 that all vertices of B(d,2) appear in T. 
Thus, using Lemma 4.1 we have 
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7323 35 60 
74 
Fig. 3. T’= B(8,2). 
2(k-3)+5, 
I 
if p=5, 
2(k-3)+6, if p=6, 7 or 8. 
We are left with the case k = 5, 2” < d 5 25. If 24 < d 5 24 + 23 we can perform a 
similar construction of T. We partition A into Ai U A2 U N with 1/4ii = 23 and 
1 N) I 2’. We take for T” an optimal broadcast ree of a B(23, 2) on alphabet A,, 
and for T’ an optimal broadcast ree of a B(3,2) on alphabet {A,,& N} with root 
@II. Thus we get b(B(d,2)&2 x 3 + 4 = 2 x 5. Also, from Proposition 3.2, 
fly 2@(5)110. Finally, using the heuristic of the Appendix we verify that 
P(d)< 10 for 26sdr32, and F(d)59 for 17rds20. 0 
In the case of de Bruijn digraphs of diameter 3 or 4, using the above approach, 
we can obtain upper bounds that are better than those from Theorem 3.3. For ex- 
ample, using a proof similar to that of Lemma 4.1 and values of Table 2 for D = 3 
or 4, we get: 
Proposition 4.3. For all k, b(B(2”, 3)) s (13k + 6)/4, and b(B(2”, 4)) s (9k + 3)/L 
If we could prove that b(B(2”, 3)) = 3k for k = 4, 5, 6 and 7, then we could prove 
No A”, 
Fig. 4. 
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that b(B(2k, 3)) = 3k for any kr 4. We have not been able to run our algorithm for 
some of these values due to the large size of the digraphs. However, we propose the 
following conjecture: 
Conjecture 4.4. b(~(d, 3)) 5 3 [log2 dl when 3 [log2 d 1 cd, and, similarly, 
b(B(d,4))s4rlog2dl when 4rlo&dl cd. 
5. Conclusion 
The constructions used in Section 3 do not seem to apply to Kautz digraphs, at 
least not in the same way. So the best upper bounds we know for the broadcast time 
of Kautz digraphs are the ones of Proposition 2.12. In particular we always have 
b(K(d, D)) I 20 log* d. 
The best known upper bounds for the broadcast ime of de Bruijn digraphs 
B(d, D), are the ones of Section 4 for D= 2, 3 or 4. For D>4, they depend on the 
values of d and D as proved in Section 3. In any case we always have b(B(d, D)) 5 
(4 log2 d+ 3)D. Note that these bounds are quite good when compared to the 
lower bound of D log, d on broadcast ime. 
Although we cannot prove it, we think that in fact, in both de Bruijn and Kautz 
digraphs, one can broadcast in time which approaches very closely to the value of 
the lower bound obtained by solving the recurrence (*) given in the introduction. 
This was observed in many cases when using the heuristic algorithm from the Ap- 
pendix. 
In the case of undirected e Bruijn or Kautz graphs, it might be possible to find 
better lower and upper bcunds. However we would like to point out that, if the 
diameter is equal to 2 and the degree is a power of 2, the result of Lemma 4.1 is 
also best possible for the undirected case, except when d = 4 in which case the broad- 
cast time of the undirected de Bruijn graph is 4. 
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Appendix: An algorithm for construction of a broadcast ree 
In this section we will describe an algorithm which, for a given vertex o of a de 
Bruijn graph G of degree d, diameter D, and a given time limit t for broadcasting, 
constructs a broadcast ree with v as its root. This algorithm is a heuristic algorithm 
and it does not always succeed in producing a broadcast tree for the given time limit, 
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Thus, the SELECT procedure first ensure!; that there will be enough of vertices 
in the tree starting with any one of (9 . . . , d- 1 j , then enough of vertices tarting 
with any one pair of letters from (4 . . . , d- 1 }, etc. 
After the selection of i is done, a new child x = a2a3.. . a,i is added to u and the 
values of the name-table are adjusted using procedure ADJUST(nar-ne_table,x) for 
the descendants of x which can be reached from x within time t and which will be 
formed from the suffixes of a2a3.. . aDi. 
In our computer representation, we use a record consisting of several fields for 
each vertex of the de Bruijn graph. The actual vertex of the graph is stored in the 
field name of the record. Field next-br specifies the time the message would arrive 
in the child to be added next, and other fields contain the time the broadcasted 
message arrives in the vei*tex, and pointers to the children that have already been 
added to the vertex, the level, etc. We use the procedure UPDATE to update the 
content of these fields. 
An important part of the algorithm is the order in which the vertices of a partially 
constructed tree are being considered for the addition of a child. The algorithm 
maintains a priority queue list in which it keeps pointers to the records of all the 
vertices of the broadcast ree to which it is still possible to add a new child. The 
elements in this queue are ordered firstly by fields next_br in increasing order, 
secondly by the level numbers in increasing order, and thirdly by left to right order 
in the tree. The algorithm uses procedures ADD, REMOVE for adding, deleting a 
pointer to a vertex of a tree into, from the priority queue, respectively. 
Thus our algorithm can be described in a pseudo-code as follows (the name of 
any variable not defined above indicates its meaning): 
Algorithm BROADCAST-TREE; 
input: d, the degree of a de Bruijn graph G, 
D, the diameter of G, 
a&... ag, the root of the broadcast ree, 
I, the given time limit; 
output: the vertices of the broadcast tree if the algorithm is suc- 
cessful, 
otherwise the number of vertices missing from the tree; 
begin 
list : = empty; 
INITIALIZE(name_table); (name_table[a,a2 . . . aj] = dD-‘} 
NEW(root); (get a new record for the root) 
na/ne(root) := a1a2 . .. aD; 
ADJUST(name_table, root); 
UPDATE(root); 
ADD(root, list); 
tree-size : = 1; 
while (tree_size<size(G)) and (list not empty) do 
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begin 
REMOVE(fist, u); {u is the highest priority vertex} 
SELECT(u, i, success); 
if success then (add a new child x to u] 
begin 
NEW(x); {create a new record for a child of u} 
tree-size : = tree-size + 1; 
name(x) := left_shift(name(u))i; 
UPDATE(x); 
UPDATE(u); 
ADJUST(name-table, x); 
if (next-br(u) 5 t) and (I children(u) I< d) 
then ADD(u, list); {can add later a child to u} 
if next-br(x) I t 
then ADD(x, list); (can add later a child to x} 
end; (of addition of a child) 
end; (of the while loop} 
if tree-size = size(G) 
then print_tree(root); {print out the broadcast ree} 
else write(size(G) - tree-size, “vertices missing”); 
end; (of the algorithm} 
It is easy to see that the algorithm runs in time proportional to 1 V(G)l’. 
When trying to get an optimum broadcast ree at a vertex v, we first use a pro- 
cedure which calculates a lower bound for b(v) using the recurrence (*) indicated 
in the introduction. Then we use the algorithm with the time limit z thus obtained. 
If it succeeds, then we have an optimum broadcast ree at v. Otherwise, we can use 
the algorithm with time t + 1, t + 2 and so on until a broadcast ree at v is con- 
structed. However, such a tree is not necessarily optimum. 
A similar heuristic algorithm has been used to construct broadcast rees of Kautz 
digraphs. 
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